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Athsna, F«brua3*jr 6, 1987

D«ar Susan,

Hgro I win Tnan8.p;e to +-«"'1 you that I nm a'^ivs, and proposing to

consider your interesting problema SiS TAXI2TA, but not here, so that Andreas

can post this to you this evening, v/nioh is a Friday. At the same time I

will enclose an index to my ^^Henistic iVrock article. I wish I had had it

printed, but the article was short, and 1 did not know jjI. dmpcreur was going

to index and over-index his own.

I did receive your various missives, but not till I got back hereiji for

the earliest, as perhaps Laura thought a manila envelope signitfied an offprint;

anyhow I oould not iiave replied usefully away from this office, <^hon I openid

that envelope, 1 was discouraged by a groat long list of inventory numbers not

in numerical order, and not with na-noa attaoned; there soaood to bo such a lot

of preliminarv work to be done to find out what you wanted. You can imagine

that there were other things piled up, from other people.

I will now toll you l) that, yea, those lists of SAH in various parts of

Section K not from the HSPF do probably all give the same dates I would

now give I they are not in the < 3rd century, tome might be a "little cliangod ot?

sharpened. But I will go over your queries and your article's text. I rather

hope you have not put it in press yet. 2) SS 13501, with eponym ZdJIOAJTlZ

and 13509, with eponym SfMO'SiiiJTOi, are both IV B; wnereas 58 13502 is probably

early IV A. 13502 is a stamp of the liAilAIA QHYASPIAA, who are •mo'/m in combination

with early eponyms of IVa. Use the index of the ;SBP article for an this,

'lore soon. Best to you both.

li'fiiiyiiiiAieiiiriiiiiiri iiriMinii'
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Miss Virginia Grace
American School of

Classical Studies

54 Souidias St.

GR 10& 76 Athens
Greece

Princeton, N. J.

Jan. 7, 1987

08540

—1 I I 1—

Dear Miss Graces

Enclosed is a draft of a short article concerning the Middle
Stoa Bundling Fill and long-petal bowls. I sent a copy to
you last summer (August 7, according to my records), but
since I have heard nothing from you I was worried that it
might not have reached you, especially since you were away
from Athens at the time. I also left a note for you in
Athens, concerning Kleiner's Deposit III and related strata.
Let me know if you did not find it on your desk, and I will
send you another copy.

QUESTIONS: iiXU, ^
1 — The amphora dates I have cited in the article come from
your list of a/£9/59 of amphora handles from section K
e«cluded from the building fill by E. V. Are these dates
still thought to be correct?
£ — SS 13501, SS 13509, and SS 1350£ are placed together in
that list. From my researches in the notebooks, however, it
emerges that SS 1350£ in fact comes from a different
stratum. Could I have more detailed information about these
three handles?

We have just returned from Texas. After the meetings (which
were as usual, though terribly complicated by the fact that
talks and meetings were spread over three different
buildings), we spent a week traveling in south Texas,
highlight was a visit to the Whooping Cranes along the
coast, north of Corpus Christi. Another was a 14 mile
through the Chisos Mountains in Big Bend National Park
view down to the Rio Grande and to the mountains of Me
beyond is the only thing I have seen to rival the high
of Olympus. The animal life was exciting too. The birds of
Texas are proverbial, and we cev>tainly saw our share
(including flocks of bluebirds). We also met up with deer,
collared peccary, and a very engaging spotted squirrel which
we have not yet been able to identify.

We are settled in our new house and enjoy it very much.
Commuting to New York is very tiring, but I do it only three
or four times a week — and for the next thv^ee weeks, not at
all, since it is our winter break. It is wonderful to be so

One

h ike
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near the libraries, and also to see the Thompsons regularly.
Bob loves teaching at the University, and there is some
chance that he may stay on. The cats are surviving the
move, although Kavouri has had a hard time of late, and has
suffered from a number of mysterious ailments. fit present,
however, he seems pretty well, though certainly not the cat
he used to be5 he is, after all, nearly 15 years old.

fill the best to you in 1987. I hope to be in fithens briefly
in June, though that is still vev^y tentative. I am taking a
leave next year, and in any event will get to fithens in the
fall, if rot before.

Yours,

Susan Rotroff

5.02-
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THE LONG-PETAL BOWL IN THE PITHOS SETTLING BASIN

In a recent issue .Df Hesperia. Virginia Grace has

argued for a date in the secipnd decade of the second cent ury

fov" the introduction of "early" long-petal bowls. 1 The

evidence cited for this early date is P £3095, a long-petal

bowl of unusual design which was found tip the south of the i -
5 oWuv^r-

Middle Stoa, and has been associated, both by the excavator, , _

Eugene Vanderpool, and, .pn his authority, by^J^ss Grace,

with the construction of the Middle Stoa. In view of the

considerable readjustment of the dating of long-petal bowls

which Miss Grace's claim suggests, it seems worthwhile to iJU^

T~,JULr^
examine the bowl and its context in m.pre detail. _

The bowl was found in a pithos that served as a '
"U~i ^ Ur^

settling basin, located along the north side of the ^ ^

"Heliaia," just short of its west end. This feature clearly

functioned in concert with the "Heliaia," for a channel to

convey a water downpipe was cut into the face of the two

surviving blocks of the "Heliaia" wall just above the

pithos. It is also clear, as the excavator states, that in

order to bring the level .pf the square south of the Middle

Btoa up to the level of the steps of the Stoa itself at its

west end, a large am.punt .pf fill was bripught in, and this

fill ultimately covered the pithos and put it out of use.^

A careful investigation of the stratigraphy of this area.

1. Virginia R. Brace, "The Middle Stoa Dated by Amphora
Stamps," Hesperia 54, 1985, p. £4.
£. See E. Vanderpool's comment quoted in XJbid. , p. ££,



however, and of the pottery found nearby, suggests that the

situation was mov^e complicated than has previously been

suggested.

Rs currently constituted, the stv^ata associated with

the construction of the Middle Stoa consist of 1) the fill

within the foundations of the building, preserved and

excavated primarily within the nine westernmost bays of the

structure^ and £) the fill brought in concurr-ent 1y with the

laying of the Stoa foundation to raise the level of the

south square, excavated in a continuous stretch south of the

westernmost six bays of the building, and in patches further

east.^ This southern section of the building fill is

considered to extend no further west than a line running

south from the first Stoa pier from the west. No clear

stratigraphic division was noted during excavation, and it

may have been obscured by the fact that the area east of

this line was dug in 1953, the area west of it in 1954. In

Vanderpool's final analysis of the area, however, the fills

west of this line were not considered part of the same

leveling operation, but rather related to the creation of a

ramp leading up from the level of the street which runs

north-south, beyond the west end of the Stoa, to the higher

3. Coins from this fill were published as Deposit I by Fred
Kleiner, "The Earliest Rthenian New Style Bronze Coins.
Some Evidence from the Rthenian flgora," Hesperia 44, 1975,
pp. 303-309, but note that coins L-410-414 and 417 in fact
come from south of the building; this has no bearing,
however, on Kleiner's conclusions.

Ibid.. Deposit II, pp. 309-311. flmphora handles from
both inside the building and from the fill to the south form
the basis of Grace's analysis as reported in Hesperia 54,
1985, pp. 5-54.



level of the south square.^ This fill was noted by Kleiner

in his discussion of coins from the Middle Stoa building

fill, and a selection of coins from it published as Deposit

III.& These coins come from the following contexts:

Lot K £01-£0£:: a fill originally equated with other

fill, further east, as contemporary with building

3.0b

operations, dug in an area from about four to seven or eight

meters south of the Middle Stoa, south of the first bay 5 the

associated amphora handles are SS 13390—134S9, the latest

dating in the period 100—167 B.C.7).

Lot K £03; the lowest part of this fill, with amphora

handles SS 13430—13433, 13450—13451, contemporary with

handles in the Building Fill proper.

Lot K £05; fill over the ramp leading up from the west

road at a point about 11 meters south of the west end of the

1'^ fL "pT B
building, with amphora handles SS 13501. 13509. ay

V«.rv<iV)u.
Lot K ££1; fill under the ramp at the same point, with Kiot

amphora handles SS 1395£—13950, also contemporary with *-t. inv>w'
V:r«U>

handles in the building fill proper. .

ft fill some 10 meters south of the west end of the

building, with amphora handles 13503-13500, 13530-13540;

among these is a handle fv^orn the early duoviri period (107—

90 B. C. ).

5. Final Excavation Report, Section K, 1954.
6. Kleiner, Hesperia 44, 1975, pp. 311-31£.
7. Dates given for amphora handles derive from Grace's
analysis (dated fiugust £9, 1959) of handles excavated in
section K in 1953 and 1954, from fills which were not
considered Middle Stoa Building Fill by the excavator.



The later date of this material is attested by the

amphora handles; although many are contemporary with handles

found in the fill within the foundation of the Middle Stoa,

and with handles from fill south of the building further

east, there are enough later pieces to suggest that the

deposition of this material took place somewhat later.

Furthermore, the ramp running up from the west was

identified and excavated at other points as well and amphora

handles from these av^eas tell the same story;® a number of

handles date later than the building fill, some

significantly later.

What is interesting is the relationship of these strata

to the pithos settling basin and to the long-petal bowl

under ccinsiderat ion (F' £^3095). Although the notebook

account is not as complete as one might wish, it appears

that the settling basin was overlaid by a layer described as

"Hellenistic fill i^st of the water basin C=the water clockJ

and north of the stepped retaining wall C=the north wall of

the "Heliaia"!" (lots K 144—146). This was considered part

of the building fill, and handles from it are included in

B. The following material comes from under the v^arnp:
Lot K 161, with SS l£9£4-39 (latest handles in the

period 167-146);
Lots K £17-18, with SS 13767-96 (latest handles perhaps

slightly later than Middle Stoa building fill);
Lots K £c;£-£3, with SS 13637-49, 13703-15 (latest

handles in the period 146-1£5);
Lot K £0S, with SS 13457—13467 (latest handles in the

period 167—146);
Lot K 164, with SS 13005-31 (includes a handle of the

first century B.C.);
SS 137£S-47 (latest handles in the period 188-167) also

come from under the ramp.

I.oh
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Virginia Grace's analysis of amphora handles from the fill;'^

the bulk of the handles are contemporary with those in the

building fill proper, but there is also a Knidian handle of

•the dUQViri period (SS 1£918);1® clearly the area has been

disturbed or was deposited considerably later than the

building fill proper. In any event, the settling basin too

is therefore subject to later disturbance and contarninat ion,

and does not provide reliable evidence fov^ the dating of its

contents.

P £3095 had been shattered and dispersed before its

deposition, as the excavation account attests. Vanderpool

describes the situation; "most of the pieces were on top of

the sand in the basin, one piece was on the strosis just

outside". This one piece (actually two small rim

fragments) comes, in fact, from a fill specifically

disassociated from the building fill by the excavator; it is

the fill noted above as lots K £01-£0£, included by Kleiner

with Deposit III, and containing amphora handles of the

second quarter of the century. Investigation of the context

pottery has turned up more fragments of P £3095: one from

fill over the ramp beyond the west end of the "Heliaia", no

further than about one meter west of the settling basin, and

again in fill not considered by the excavator to be building

fill (lot K 1A£), and another slightly further west, under

Hesoeria 54, pp. 5-54. -A •'>
10. The handle (KT £11£) names Laches and Eupolemos,
associated with the eponyrn Euphv-agoras, of Grace's period
VIB (98-88 B.C.); see Grace, Hesperia 54, 1985, p. ££, n.
57; pp. 31, 35.

11 • Ibid., p. ££.



the surface of the rarnp (lot K £18), Earth over the ramp at

points £ meters and 6 meters west of the northwest corner of

the "Heliaia" (lots K £16 and £05 respectively) contained

stamped amphora handles dating down to 1A6 B, C, and a

fragment of another long-petal bowl (K 4339); earth under

the ramp nine meters to the southwest also contained later

handles (K £££-££3, third quarter of the £nd century;

handles at £6/KG, to 146),

Although the stratigraphic picture of this area is far

from clear, it seems certain that grading operations

continued well beyond the time when the foundations were

laid, and that the settling basin, located about 10 meters

distant from the south stylobate of the stoa, remained open

during those operations. The context of P £3095 does not,

therefore, offer evidence for an early date for the

inception of long-petal bowls.

What bearing does this piece have, then, in the dating

of long-petal bowls? P £3095 is quite unlike the "normal"

long-petal bowls which turn up in deposits of the second

half of the second century and in Sullan destruction debris

of 86 B.C. In these pv^oducts of the well established

tradition the petals are either contiguous or divided by

jewelled lines, their surfaces often (though not always)

flat. In P £3095 long petals overlie and alternate with

pointed lotus petals, in a scheme which finds parallels in

1£. E.g. H. A. Thompson, "Two Centuries of Hellenistic
Pottery," Hesperia 3, 1934, D 39-40, E 74-77; Agora XXII,
nos. 3£1—3£4, 3£6—343.

1-0%



fragments from an undated context in the Kerarneikosl^ and in

a moldmade jug from the upper fill of a cistern on the

Kolonos ftgoraios, 1'^ a fill which was probably deposited in

the second quarter of the second century. 15 Pis I have

pointed out elsewhere,!^ the medallion of P £3095 is closely

similar to that of a series of bowl manufactured by Workshop

Pi, an atelier which was functioning in the first quarter of

the second century. Numerous pieces from that shop are

found in the Middle Stoa Building Fill and roughly

conternporary deposits, but we do not know how long the shop

continued to function. Its products, however, aT^'e rare in

deposits dating after the middle of the century, and we must

assume that the shop closed, or its products altered

radically, some time during the second quarter of the

century.

It seems reasonable, as Grace suggests, to see P £3095

as an early vev-sion of the long-petal bowl. Edwards has

postulated a logical course of stylistic development for

long-petal bowls, fy-^orn more elaborate examples with convex

petals to simple bowls with contiguous flat petals, 17

has not, thus far, been possible to document this

development by the evidence of archaeological context. But

13. W. Schwabacher, "Hel lenist ische Rel ief kerarni k im
Kerameikos," PJfi 45, 1941, pi. VII: 7—8.
14. S. Rotroff, "Three Cistern Systems on the Kolonos
figoraios," Hesperia 8£, no. 79, p. £93, pi. 59.
15. The fill contained a Knidian amphora handle dating
between l&G and 146 (Ibid., p. £74).

Ibid. . p. £74, pi. 6£.
17. G. Roger Edwards, Corinth VI I;3, Corinthian Hellenistic
Pottery (Princeton 1975), pp. 177-178.
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heve we have P £3095, with liriks to a woi-'^kshop ot the 'fiv'st

arid probably also second quarter of the 2nd century, with a

close parallel in a deposit of the second quarter of the

second century, and itself associated with a fill of that

date- It thus seems reasonable to view this as an early

version of the type, though not so early as Brace would

maintain.

The final analysis of the building fills of the Middle

Stoa, the Stoa of fittalos, and South Stoa II will do much to

claY'ify the early development of the long-petal bowl. Even

now it is clear that there was considerable variation in the

early years of production. To the one previously recognised

example from under to Stoa of FlttaloslS can now be added VA

another, recovered from the pottery tins. Both are fairly

delicate, with convex petals outlined by thin ridges; they

Hunter College

10- Paora XXII, no. 325; although this comes from the fill
over the floor of the Square Peristyle, which underlay the
Building Fill of the Stoa, Rhys Townsend, who is at work on
the publication of the Square Peristyle and its
predecessors, tells me that it comes from an area where
there was some mixing of the fills. I am grateful to Rhys
for sever-^al discussions of the stratigraphy of this building
in the summer of 1986, and for the opportunity to examine
much of the pottery with him.
19. Sfl 3413, from lot Sfi 76, also, according to Townsend,
fv^om an area of the Building Fill of the Squav-e Pev-^istyle
where there was possibly some mixing with the fill of the
Stoa of fittalos above.

/"C. 4.1
are quite unlike P £3095, but on the basis of context about I,

<51^. (

contemporary. ^
Susan I. Rotroff



Box 1359

Classics Dept.
H Lint en Co liege

695 Park five.

New York, N. Y. 10021

fiugust 7, 1966

Miss Virginia Grace
firnerican School of

Classical Studies

54 SoLiidias St.

fithens BR 106 76

GREECE

Dear Miss Graces

Enclosed is a rough dv-aft of a short article I am pY-eoaring
for He^^i_a; you are one of the people who cares most about
the subject, so I woud be ve^-^y intev-^ested to have yoi.u'̂
Y^eactions. Much of the Y-^aw mateY'^ial on which it is based is
contained in the note I left you conceY-^ninq KleineY-'s
Deposit III and Y^elated stY'-ata.

Foy^ arnphoY^a dates, I have used those fY-^orn youY" list of
8/29/59 concerning amphora handles from section K excluded
fY*^orn the building fill by the excavatoY"^. fiY'̂ e these dates
still thought to be correct? I would also like to know
about SS 13501 and 13509; in the 1959 list, these weY-^e
lumped together with SB 13502, which comes from a different
context.

I hope your stay in the States was pleasant; things seem to
be pY-oceding with ouy- house, and we hope to be able to move
in in a couple of weeks. Ouy" apaY'tment is a wildeY-^ness of
boxes and moving mateY"^ials we look foY'̂ waY-d to being able
to impose OY-^deY^ on chaos.

fill the best,

Susan RotY-^off

I^.ol



THE LONG-PETAL BOWL IN THE PITHOS SETTLING BASIN

In a recent issue of Hesperia. Virginia Grace has

argued for a date in the second decade of the second century

for the introduction of "early" long-petal bowls.1 The

evidence cited fov^ this early date is P 23095, a long-petal Kr^-'^r^rv
A '"X

bowl of unusual design which was found to the south of the
j,

Middle Stoa, and has been associated, both by the excavator,

Eugene Vanderpool, and, on his authority, by Miss Grace,

with the construction of the Middle Stoa. In view of the

considerable readjustment of the dating of long-petal bowls

which Miss Grace's claim suggests, it seems worthwhile to

examine the bowl and its context in more detail.

The bowl was found in a pithos that ser'v'ed as a

settling basin, located along the north side of the

"Heliaia," just short of its west end. This feature clearly

functioned in concert with the "Heliaia," for a channel to

Convey a water duwnpipe was cut into the face of the two

surviving blocks of the Heliaia wall just above the pithos.

It is also clear, as the excavator states, that in order to

bring the level of the square south of the Middle Stoa up to

the level of the steps of the Stoa itself at its west end, a

large amount of fill was brought in, and this fill

ultimately covered the pithos and put it out of use.2 p

careful investigation of the stratigraphy of this av-ea,

1. Virginia R. Grace, "The Middle Stoa Dated by Amphora
Stamps," Hesperia 54, 1905, p. £4,
£- See E. Vanderpool's comment quoted in Ibid.. p. 2£.



however, and of the pottery found nearby, suggests that the

situation was more complicated than has previously been

suggested.

fis currently constituted, the strata associated with

the construction of the Middle Stoa consist of 1) the fill

within the foundations of the building, preserved and

excavated primarily within the 3 westernmost bays of the

structure^ and £) the fill brought in concurrently with the

laying of the Stoa foundation to raise the level of the

south square, excavated in a continuous stretch south of the

westernmost six bays of the building, and in patches further

east.^ This southern section of the building fill is

considered to extend no further west than a line running

south from the first Stoa pier from the west. No clear

stratigraphic division was noted during excavation, and it

may have been obscured by the fact that the area east of

this line was dug in 1953, the area west of it in 1954. In

Vanderpool's final analysis of the area, however, the fills

west of this line were not considered part of the same

leveling opev^ation, but rather related to the creation of a

ramp leading up from the level of the street which runs

north-south, beyond the west end of the Stoa, to the higher

3. Coins from this fill were published as Deposit I by Fred
Kleiner, "The Earliest ftthenian New Style Bronse Coins.
Some Evidence from the Athenian Agora," Hesoeria 44, 1975,
pp. 303-309, but note that coins L-410-414 and 417 in fact
come from south of the building; this has no bearing on
K1einer's cone1 usions.

Ibid.. Deposit II, pp. 309-311. Amphora handles from
both inside the building and from the fill to the south form
the basis of Grace's analysis as reported in Hesperia 54,
1985, pp. 5-54.

k.oz



level of the south square.^ This fill was noted by Kleiner

in his discussion of coins frorn the Middle St'-'a buildinq

fill, and a selection of coins fv^orn it published as Deposit

I 11.^ These coins corne frorn the following contexts:

Lot K £iZil-£0£: a fill originally equated with other

fill, further east, as conternpor-^ary with building

operations, dug in an area from about four to seven or eight

meters .south of the Middle Btoa, south of the first bay; the

associated amphora handles are SS 1339a-134£9, the latest

dating in the period 1S8—167 B.C.^).

Lot K £03: the lowest part of this fill, with amphora

handles SB 13430—13433, 13450—13451, contemporary with

handles in the Building Fill proper.

Lot K £05; fill over the ramp leading up from the west

road at a point about 11 meters south of the west end of the art-trv*.

building, with amphora handles BS 13501, 13509.

Lot K ££1: fill under the v^arnp at the same point, with

amphora handles BS 1395£-1395Q, also contemporary with

handles in the building fill proper.

ft fill some 10 meters south of the west end of the

building, with amphora handles 13503-13508, 13538-13540;

among these is a handle from the early duoviri period (107-

98 B. C. > .

uj Final Excavation Report, Section K, 1954.
6. Kleiner, Hesperia 44, 1975, pp. 311-31£.
7. Dates given for amphora handles derive from Brace's
analysis of handles excavated in section K in 1953 and 1954,
from fills which were not considered Middle Btoa Building
Fill by the excavator (dated August £9, 1959).



The later date of this material is attested by the

amphora handles; although many are contemporary with handles

found in the fill within the foundation of the Middle Stoa,

and with havidles from fill south of the building further

east 5 there are enough later pieces to suggest that the

deposition of this rnater^ial took place somewhat latev-.

Furthermore, the ramp running up from the west was

identified and excavated at other points as well and amphora

handles from these areas tell the same storya number of

handles date later than the building fill, some

significantly later.

What is interesting is the relationship of these strata

to the pithos settling basin and to the long-petal bowl

under consideration (P £3095). Although the notebook

account is not as complete as one might wish, it appears

that the settling basin was overlaid by a layer described as

"Hellenistic fill west of the water basin i:=the water clockJ

and north of the stepped retaining wall C=the north wall of

the "Heliaia"!" (lots K 144-14&). This was considered part

of the building fill, and handles from it included in

a. The following material comes from under the ramps
Lot K 161, with SS l£9£4-39 (latest handles in period

167-146);

lots K £17—18, with SB 13767-96 (latest handles perhaps
slightly later than Middle Btoa building fill);

lots K £££-£'3, with BS 13637-49, 13703-15 (latest
handles in period 146-l£5);

lot K £08, with SS 13457-13467 (latest handles in
period 167-146);

lot K 164, with BS 13005-31 (includes a handle of the
f iv^st century B. C. 3 ) ;

SS 137£8-47 (latest handles in the period 188-167) also
come from under the ramp.



Grace's analysis of amphora handles from the fill;^

the bulk of the handles are contemporary with those in the

building fill proper, taut there is also a Knidian handle of

the duoviri period (SS 1£S18);1® dearly the area has been

disturbed or was deposited considerably later than the

building fill proper. In any event, the settling basin too

is therefore subject to later disturbance and contamination,

and dioes not provide reliable evidence for the dating of its

content s.

P £3035 had been shattered and dispersed before its

deposition, as the excavation account attests. Vanderpool

describes the situation; "most of the piecess were on top of

the sand in the basin, one piece was on the strosis just

outside". This one piece (actually two small rim

fragments) comes, in fact, from a fill specifically

disassociated from the building fill by the excavator; it is

the fill noted above as lots K £01-£0£, included by Kleiner

with Deposit III, and containing amphora handles of the

second quarter of the century. Investigation of the context

pottery has turned up more fragments of P £3035; one from

fill over the ramp beyond the west end of the "Heliaia", no

further than about one meter west of the settling basin, and

again in fill not considered by the excavator to be building

fill (lot K 14£), and another slightly further west, under

Hesperia 54, pp. 5-54.
10. The handle (KT £11£) names Laches and Eupolemos,
associated with the eponyrn Euphragoras, of Grace's period
VIB (38-80 B.C.); see Grace, Hesperia 54, 1385, p. ££, n.

pp. ol, Oon

11" Ibid.. p. ££.

L(,0(o



the surface of the rarnp <lot K 218). Earth over the rarnp at

poirits 2 meters arid 6 meter^s west of the northwest corner of

the "Heliaia" (lots K 216 and 205 respectively) contained

stamped amphora handles dating down to 146 B.C. and a

fr^agment of another long—petal bowl (K 4jjB) ; earth under

the rarnp nine meters to the southwest also contained later*

handles (K 222-223, third quarter of the 2nd century;

handles at 26/KB, to 146) .

Pllthough the strat igraphic picture of this area is far

from clear, it seems certain that grading operations

continued well beyond the time when the foundations wev^e

laid, and that the settling basin, located about 10 meters

distant from the south stylobate of the stoa, remained open

during those opev^ations. The context of P 23095 does not,

therefore, offer evidence for an early date for the

inception of long-petal bowls.

What bearing does this piece have, then, in the dating

of long-petal bowls? p 23095 is quite unlike the "normal"

long-petal bowls which turn up in deposits of the second

half of the second century and in Sullan destruction debris

of 86 B.C. 1"=^ In these products of the well established

tradition the petals are eithev* contiguous ov* divided by

jewelled lines, their surfaces often (though not always)

flat. In P 23095 long petals overlie and alternate with

pointed lotus petals, in a scheme which finds parallels in

12. E.g. H. 0. Thompson, "Two Centuries of Hellenistic
Pottery, " Hesper ia 3, 1934, D 39—40, E 74—77; Pi qora XXII,
nos. 321-324, 326-343.



•Fvagmerits •Fi-'̂ om sri uridated coritext iri the Kev^arnei kus^^ and in

a moId made jug fnorn the up pen •fill o'F a cistenn on the

Kolonos Agonaioe, a fill which was pnobably deposited in

the second quarter of the second century.15 ps i have

pointed out elsewhere, 1^ the medallion o'F F' dviiZiSS is cl'_isely

similar to that of a series of bowl manufactured by Workshop

fi, an atelier which was functioning in the first quartev- of

the second century. Numerous pieces from that shop are

found in the Middle Stoa Building Fill and roughly

contemporary deposits, but we do not know how long the shop

continued to function. Its products, however, are rare in

deposits dating after the middle of the century, and we must

assume that the shop closed, or its products altered

radically, some time during the second quarter of the

century.

It seems reasonable, as Brace suggests, to see P £3035

as an early version of the long-petal bowl. Edwards has

postulated a logical course of stylistic development for

long-petal bowls, from more elaborate examples with convex

petals to simple bowls with contiguous flat petals,!^ but it

has not, thus far, been possible to document this

development by the evidence of archaeological context. But

13. W. Schwabacher, "Hel lenist ische Rel ief kerarni k irn
Kerarneikos, " AJA ^5, 1941, pi. VIIs 7-8.
14. S. Rotroff, "Three Cistern Systems on the Kolonos
Agoraios," Hesoeria 8£, no. 79, p. 293, pl„ 59.
15. The fill contained a Knidian amphora handle dating
between 166 and 146 (Ibid. , p. £74).
16a Ibid. , p. £74, pi. 6ci.n
17. G. Roger Edwards, Cor i nt h VI 1:3, Corinthian Hellenistic
Potterv (Princeton 1975), pp. 177-178.
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here we have P £3095, with links to a workshop of the first

and probably also second quarter of the End century, with a

close parallel in a deposit of the second quarter of the

secC'nd century, and itself associated with a fill of that

date. It thus seems reasonable to view this as an early

version of the type, though not so early as Grace would

maintain.

The final analysis of the building fills of the Middle

Stoa, the Stoa of flttalos, and South Stoa II will do much to

clarify the eav^ly development of the long-petal bowl. Even

now it is cleav" that there was considerable variation in the

early years of production. To the one previously recognised

1Q i_ _i j 1 Ci'P C0example from under to Stoa of Rttalos^" can now be added ^ , i

another,!^ recovered fY-^orn the pottery tins. Both aY^e faiY^^ly

are quite unlike P £3095, but on the basis of context about

cont empoY"aY-y.

Susan I. Rot Y'^of f

HunteY-* College

IS" flnoY-'a XXII, no. 3£5; although this comes fY'^orn the fill
over the floor of the Square Peristyle, which underlay the
Building Fill of the Stoa, Rhys Townsend, who is at woY^k on
the publication of the SquaY-'e PeY^istyle and its
pY'^edecessoY-'s, tells me that it comes fY'̂ om an aY^ea wheY^e
theY^e was some mixing of the fills, I am gY^ateful to Rhys
foY'' seveY^al discussions of the stY-^at i gY^aphy of this building
in the sumrneY-^ of 1986, and foY'" the oppoY^tunity to examine
much of the potteY'^y with him.
19. SO

delicate, with convex petals outlined by thin Y-idges; they



July 25, 1986

Dear Miss Grace,

I have been going through the notebooks in detail and
investigating the contexts within the foundations of
the Middle Stoa, primarily those in Section Theta.
I would be interested to :^^rn,^if any of the aXLaulnid handles
(on the sheet of graph paperP'date later than 183 or 182.
These are handles which have been excluded from the List
of Middle Stoa handles; most (but not all) come from
disturbed areas, but no more disturbed than many other
parts of the fill (where handles are included in the List).

Later in the summer, or in the fall, I hope to send you a i
list of handles from contexts within the building which *^7
appear, from pottery, coins, stratigraphy, and notebook
account, to be wholly free of post-Hellenistic disturbance, . [
I would be interested to know what date you would give to -4
the latest pieces in that subgroup of the Building Fill.

I have also been investigating the stratigraphy south
of the Stoa, particularly the area which has been associated
with "later activity". I thought you might be interested
in an outline of Kleiner's Deposit III, which seems to
be a grab-bag of various strata in that area. I've made
a stab at sorting them out into the stratigraphy which EV
observed at the time of excavation.

I believe that the infamous pithos/settling basin was
covered up in the course of these latest operations, which
would run down to the end of the second quarter of the
2nd century. Several more fragments of the bowl have
turned up in context pottery from the strata at the
west end which have unanimously been associated with later
doings. When I get a chance I will write up a note with
the details and send you a copy for your information (and
comment!).

What a shame that I can stay such a short time and that
you are away; I hope to see more of you next summer.

So/
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CONTEXTS ASSOCIATED WITH KLEINER; DEPOSIT
III

"aofK^JsF STrosii at 22/aB
He=?S;i.Jf|fTfifj„^-o=-^at_^22AB (lot K221,

Lot 203 SS 13430-13433, 13450-13451
Lot 205 SS 13501 , 13509
Lot 221 SS 13952-13958
Fill at AA SS 13503-13508, 13538-13540

These do not strictly constitute a f hn u ..
strata, located to the south of the ev+ '̂ rather a collection ofStoa. 201-203 is the fill from sSSth Midaie
the south foundation) runnlnq south to C (4 m. south of
three or four meters south of thrdraL?? ""=P®Jifiea point {perhaps
south of the first bay of the Stoa Mr^? approximatelyOf the drain is the Hellenls?if?Iii at%l/MB ^"5 north
f in his Deposit ?T 1-2ar.2M) =20 5 COIU0S fjTorn ov^t "hi^o j • sit 11«
under it at the same point. I hSve ^ from
account of the fill at 20/aA (a point -incJ" notebook
of the retaining wall that runs soin-h e south end"
Middle Stoa) . the SW corner of the

There are, in fact, in this area a seri^c. o-f 4-
which were located and excavated over i n® stroseis,
patches, from the west end of the "SteooPd p J large area, in
Heliaxa") extending to an unspecifiedarea south of the -steps in the road west of ±ht Middle stoa

For relevant contexts (listpr^ Hir c.4-^^4-, „ , ,y stratum and lot) see next page.



KLEINER, DEPOSIT III (cont)

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE RELEVANT LOTS

1) Fill over the Intermediate Strosis

Lot 142

160

216

206

205

204

207

SS 1307S-83

SS 12920-23

--SS 13760-66

SS 13502

SS 13501, 13509

SS 13434-49

2) Fill under the Intermediate Strosis

Lot 161

217-18

222-23

221

208

164

(141?)

SS 12924-39

SS 13767-^^

SS 13637-49, 13703-15

SS 13952-58

SS 13457-67

SS 13005-31,(13728-47)

K—1378 C«A sr. ^

no coins preserved

no coins preserved

no coins preserved

K-1459, K-1460

no coins preserved

no coins preserved

no coins preserved

no coins preserved
vidt cmfvaje

K-1463, K 1582, K-1583i=y,

no coins preserved

no coins preserved

no Coins preserved

K-1376 , K-1377 V:.\e\nev,dUfor>x\lv

3) Fill below working floor and over Agora floor

Lot 162 SS 12940 no coins preserved
219 SS 13864-78 no'coins preserved
224 SS 13716 —22 K—1584 Txjt k-Vc.\^J>.v-

165 SS 13032-37 K-1347 to 1354 "

4) Fill below Agora floor and above bedrock

Lot 166

163

225

SS 12941-12946

K 1355 to 1361 \ "n~

K-1331 , K-1332 ivot Cer\% oV
Wi. \cV<2.\f\<tr-

K-1585

The Intermediate Strosis was interpreted by the excavator (EV) as
a ramp leading .up;..from the lower street level to the west, to
the higher level of the South Square at the east. This ramp
preceded the steps in the road west of the Middle Stoa, which
EV dated to the first century B.C.



Sept. 20, 1985
Dear Miss Grace;

Your letter just barely reached me in Athens -- it
arrived the 24th, and we left the 25th of August.
1 will, as you requested, make a copy of it and send
that copy to you in Athens.

I am very grateful for what work you did have time to
do on my manuscript; I did, at least, go through some
deposit lists trying to make sure I had talked about
handles when they were just handles, and jars or amphoras
then they were whole or substantially whole pots. Marian

seem to feel it is ok as is. To my great surprise
aiTd annoyance, however, she tells me that they have still
done nothing about the reprint of Homer's "Two-Centuries";
this is particularly vexing because Marian pressed me very
hard about turning in a preface to it last October! This
does not encourage one to try to meet deadlines.

I I am grateful, also, for your comments on the handles
J from the Bauphasen of the Pergamon Asklepieion. It's
I particularly useful for my Sardis project. Apparently
;! Gioia de Luca is also doing the Megarian bowls from

Pergamon. 1 visited them this summer (the bowls, not
Ms. de Luca) -- a very chaotic and eventful visit, as
it turned out. Sardis was great fun, as usual, and

;ven greater fun was my trip_to Ital^^ 1 rendez-v^use

/->\a



(^.oz.
with Bob and we drove around Tuscany for 10 days, visiting many
Etruscan sites (with superb exhibits put together for the year of
the Etruscan). We were set upon by gypsy pickpockets (quite alearning experience) in Rome, but that was the only mishap. Re
entry into the USA and the teaching year is traumatic, as ever. I
like my job, but I don't always respond well to the pressures it puts
on me; and, on the whole, 1 prefer the country to the city, and New
York is about as city as you can get. We did have a very pleasant
two days on the Jersey Shore, where a friend of my father's, has a
house (Long Beach Island); 1 had forgotten how wonderful Atlantic
surf is, especially on a hot, muggy day. We also got down to
Cape May for some birdwatching — and have hopes of going back
during the hawk migration (from now to the end of October, I'm told).

1 hope that your operation went well and that you are now well on
the way to recovery -- and 1 look forward to seeing you in the
Summer at the Agora. My plans for next year are a bit nebulous,
as 1 am applying for a Humboldt Fellowship to spend the year
in Germany. So 1 may be spending most of the summer studying
German at a Goethe Institute, and put off visits to Greece until
later in the year (the Fellowship allows one to spend 6 months
in Greece).

Rotroff
520 West 114th St.
#53
New York, N.Y. 10025
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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE LONG PETAL BOWL

P.J. Callaghan

In recent years the long neglected field of Hellenistic material culture in the Aegean has begun to receive
more attention. Thishas led to dramatic redating of certain classes of artefacts and the gradual erection
ofanew chronological framework which ismore broadly based than its predecessor.^ One aspect of my
own work has been to harvest this new-found feast ofinformation inorder to plot the rapidity with which
new ideas could be spread from one area to another. This article isthe fifth in a series designed to chart
these processes, and to apportion credit where it is due.2 It confirms my previous findings which indicated
that, in the receptive and eclectic cultural koine ofthe Hellenistic Aegean, there need be very little time
lag between theinception ofa new idea or motif and itsadoption in areas widely separated from its
original home.

The American excavations at Corinth have already produced much useful information, and almost
everyyear sees the publication of new material. In 1980 several fills just to the north of the east end of
the Hellenistic racecourse were investigated and have now been published in partby Charles Edwards.^
Most ofthe deposits post-dated theMummian sack of 146 B.C. and were not sealed.^ Nevertheless,
Charles Edwards' thorough examination ofthe Megarian Bowl fragments® found in these soundings has
produced some very interesting results indeed. The sherds inquestion help both to amplify and, in some
cases, to modify views put forward byG. Roger Edwards inhis monograph on the Hellenistic pottery
of Corinth.6 As will beseen, the results of the 1980 excavations can also beused to offer comments
with wider application for thecourse of cultural development inthe Hellenistic Aegean.

In Corinth VII, iii Roger Edwards suggested that both the Net Pattern Bowl, fig. A, and the Shield Bowl were
introduced into the local repertoire only ashort time before the Mummian sack, basing this premise on
the fact that only afew examples ofeither type had been found inthe city and that the amount ofvariation
within each type was quite smaU - always agood indication of ashort production run.' The Attic evidence,
too, seemed to imply that both patterns were introduced there in the years around 150 B.C.^ Ihave argued
elsewhere that the Shield Bowl was in fact aCorinthian invention: the design was directly inspired by the
patterns on l^cedonian shields and probably commemorates the taking of Macedonian trophies by the
Achaean League in their successful bid tokeep Andriskos out ofThessaly in 150 B.C.9 The new Corinthian
evidence does nothing to alter this picture. Few new examples of either type were discovered in the fills,
and these do little to suggest awider range of variation in the treatment of each pattern.lO We might note
in particular that none of the more developed Shield Bowls so common on other Hellenistic sites is as yet
represented in the local fabric.ll This abrupt cessation of two sequences which began not long before the
middle of the second century is significant. It confirms the oft-held view that the local ceramic industry
did not survive the Mummian destruction of the city, even though acommunity of sorts appears to have
existed at Corinth between that event and the foundation of the Roman colony in 44 B.C. '̂ We may
therefore safely postulate that any other fragments in the local fabrics predate 146 B.C.I®

If Roger Edwards' comments on the chronology of these two patterns at Corinth have been confirmed new
evidence suggests arevision ofhis ideas on the Ixmg Petal Bowl, fig. B. This type, too, seemed to be noorlv
represented among the excavated material at the time he wrote, and again there appeared to be only aLall
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Fig. A. Net Pattern Bowl
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Fig. B. Long Petal Bowl
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amount of variation in the treatment of the motif. He therefore proposed that this pattern was also
introduced late in the life of the city, and suggestedthe years around 150 B.C.as the most likely time
for thisdevelopment. '̂* Athens thenseemed to have a certain degree of priority in the use of the motif
and wasidentified as the placewhere it wasprobably invented.*^

8^4

65

The excavation of a pillared hall west of the South Stoa at Corinth has since produced some evidence
that the Long Petal Bowl might have had a longer history of production in the local fabric. This building
undoubtedly belonged to the final phase of the city rather than to the squatter occupation after 146 B.C.
Not only were fragments of Long Petal Bowls found on its floor, but another had actually been built into
its foundations.*® Since it seemed likely that the hall had been built in response to the final crisis of the
Achaean League, and had possibly been used as the headquarters of the Achaean army in the conflict
against Rome, the evidence was not quite sufficient to cause any large-scale backward extension of the
pattern's history on the site. Charles Williams, however, wasmoved to raise this as a serious possibility.*'*
The 1980 excavations have confirmed his misgivings on the older chronology. They have vastly increased
the number of examplesnow known in the local fabrics,with the pattern accountingfor 23 per cent of all
Corinthian bowls from the racetrack soundings.*8 At the same time, the number of variations on the theme
has increased dramatically, and someof these had a sufficiently longproduction run for the mouldsto have
become worn.*^ There can be no question ofa local production after 146 B.C., and so it seems likely that
we should allow for an earlier introduction of the type than hasbeen supposed hitherto. Charles Edwards
estimates an extra decade or so, and raises the possibility of a date as earlyas ca. 165 B.C.,20 though he
admits that the present deposits cannot yet provide a certain date.

In the meantime, work on the Attic deposits hasalso been proceeding. Susan Rotroff hasexamined the
relevant deposits and concludes that there is no firm evidence for the Long PetalBowl in Athens before
the middle of the second century.2* These findings have led both Rotroff and Charles Edwards to reverse
the previously accepted direction of influence, and to propose Corinth as the original home of the pattern.22
In the present stateof knowledge, Corinth certainly does appear to have a clear edge as regards these two
centres alone, but there is equally good evidence for anearly production in yet another area, and this has
been overlooked by both Rotroff and Edwards. The Greek East, it appears, may very well prove to be the
true home of the motif.

Ionia and Mysia both stood under the rule, direct orindirect, oftheAttalid dynasty from the Peace of
Apamea in 188 B.C. until the extinction ofthe line and the Roman conquest of133 B.C. The area included
many ofthe largest and most prosperous ofthe Greek cities, and the obvious excellence and independence
ofthe East Greek ceramic industry bid us take careful note ofits claims in this matter.22 One deposit in
particular has avery important bearing on the question ofthe earliest Long Petal Bowls. In 1961 a trial
excavation at Pergamon wassunk into one of the chambers of the massive foundations for the Great Altar
of Zeus on the Acropolis of that city. The fill contained 135 sherds which have been partially published by
Jorg-Schafer.24 Despite this, the deposit has somehow contrived to lose itself in the general literature on
the Altar, and has been largely overlooked by students ofHellenistic pottery. This is perhaps partly due
to the fact that, in the then state of uncertainty surrounding aU Hellenistic pottery, it played asingularly
unimportant role in the dating of the monument, partly because there was no absolute date for the inception
of the building programme. Proposed construction dates for the Great Altar have ranged from the period

isoon after thebattle of Magnesia in 190 B.C.,25 to the decade between 180-170 B.C.26 The earlier date
[would make it avictory monument commemorating the defeat ofAntiochus III at Magnesia,the later would
jimply some sort of connection with Eumenes IPs other victories against the Bithynians and Gauls at that
time. In arecent article I have proposed aslightly later date and identified the Altar as agrandiose memorial
to Eumenes much greater victory over the Gallic invaders in 166 B.C.27 On the grounds of iconography and
established Pergamene symbolism, the reliefs decorating the Altar can be much better placed in this period,
rather than as monuments ofthe earlier victories.28 The lower date also allows the Altar to form one facet
of acomplex propagandist effort on the part of Eumenes which not only sought to underline his military
achievements but also exalted the regime at atime when it was under severe pressure due to Roman hostility.29
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Far more important in my argument than .fhese^eneral historicaLconsiderations was an examination of the
published sherds from the 1961 excavations in the-Altarls foundations. Theseancluded three fragments
from Long Petal Bowls which iii style correspondedtothe earliest groups found at -Gormth. .Seven more

' fragments from glazed bowls with anet pattern incised on their surface were present in the group. 1have
already discussed this type of decoration and have concluded that the Pergamene pots were close,precursors
ofcanonical Net Pattern Bowls. They may even imply the prior existence ofthe type.

1 The excavated foundation chamber at Pergamon lay close to the centre of the monument its position
and the density of the fill mitigating against any possibility of corruption by later intrmmns. Other
nearly contemporary deposits from elsewhere in the city tend to confum its purity and indicate that the
iuxtaposition of types found under the Altar should be placed within the second quarter of the second
centmy BC34 The foundations, massive as they are, must have been completed within avery short time
for most of the superstructure to have been completed by the time of Eumenes' death m159 BC. Adate
ca. 165 B.C. seems alikely terminus post quern nan for the material used in the fill of the chambers beneath
the Altar proper. This clear stratigraphic evidence suggests the possibility that not only the Long Petal
Bowl but also those decorated with net patterns were invented by centres within the AttaUd kingdom.
The inception of other types may also be attributed to this area,35 afact which highlights the inventiveness
of the potters of Asia Minor.

The "Ionian" bowls found in such numbers on Delos serve only to underline the evidence presented by
the Pergamene deposits. The centres of production lay somewhere within the Attalid cultural sphere,3
and certain developments within the class imply that both the Long Petal and Net Pattern Bowl had alonger
history in Asia Minor than can at present be demonstrated for any mainland site. Laumonier has avoided
the knotty problem of absolute chronology in his basic work on the subject, though he places all the
published examples within the date bracket 166-69 B.C., and has arranged his workshops in arough stylistic
sequence which probably reflects their relative chronological position.37 Ihave already noted that none of
the five "earliest" workshops produced bowls decorated with the shield pattern, and concluded that these
ateliers had either gone out ofproduction by about the middle ofthe second century B.C. - when the type
was first introduced at Corinth - or that they ceased to add new designs after that date.38 Three, however,
manufactured large numbers ofboth the Long Petal and the Net Pattern Bowl, and with sufficient variety
of treatment to imply a lengthy production run.35 It stiU seems likely that all the DeHan material should
bedated from the time of the Athenian cleruchy in 166 B.C., though the moulds were probably used in
their home centres before thisdate. At aU events, the earliest workshops may apparently besafely dated
within the earliest period of the new settlement and thus supply yet more good evidence for an early
production of the relevant bowls in the eastern Aegean.40

What remains, then, is thedifficult task of trying to decide between the rival claims of Corinth and the
Attalid kingdom tobe thetrue home ofthe Long Petal Bowl. The probable dates ofintroduction inboth
centres are so close that further progress in these enquiries must be hypothetical. Aglance at trade patterns,
however, seems to establish a balance of probability in favour of East Greece. There is definite evidence
for Ionian material arriving at Corinth before the 146B.C. destruction, but wewould seek in vain for any
Corinthian pottery inthe eastern Aegean.41 Ionian ceramics were being brought across the sea in
some quantity before theMummian sack is also indicated by thelarge number of"Ionian" bowls found
on Delos and belonging to Laumonier's five earliest workshops.42 have already seen, these ateliers
also imply that the two earliest varieties of Roger Edwards' Linear Bowl complex were introduced almost
simultaneously in the East, whereas the mainland evidence indicates that they were adopted only in piecemeal
fashion bythe Greek cities there.'̂ 3 Taken together, these arguments strongly suggest that the technological
advance whereby linear patterns inciseddirectly into the mould in part superseded the more laborious
system of impressing individual stamps into the matrix was an East Greek invention. like most short cuts
in industry, thisdevice not only saved time and labour, but may also have been connected withthedesire
toexploit amass market. It was thus not merely aproduct oflaziness, but a refiection ofsound business
acumen. In this light it is instructive to contrast the widespread dispersalof Ionian pottery with the more
parochial market enjoyed bythe Corinthian potters.44
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In concluaon, we might date the introduction of both the Long Petal Bowl and the Net Pattern Bowl j
to the period slightly befote 165 B.C., and identify the original centresof production as the Greek cities
lying within the Attalid kingdom. The first of these types was swiftly adopted by Corinthian potters; the
Net Pattern Bowl followed some little time later. Athens lagged rather badly behind, a fact which might
either indicate a degree 6f conservatism onthe partof itspotters or, more likely, that it played little part
in the particular trade network which provided the Corinthians with their models.

If Corinth played a passive role in the original exchange, it was nevertheless animportant one. The
adoption of Ionian patterns throughout mainland Greece could very well be dueto secondary dissemination,
with Corinthian potters as the intermediaries. Certainly the successful transmission of these early patterns
to the other Greekcities at a time when Corinth wasa major centre of commerce contrasts markedly with
the failure of other Ionian motifs to secure a foothold in the west after 146 B.C.^^ Delos was asgreatan
entrepot, perhaps, but had no pottery industry of its own to aid in spreading any newideas,and its position
after the sack of Corinth was always that of a receiver. Nor was Corinth always a borrower. The invention
of the Shield Bowlmay still be assigned there with some degree of probability, and this type eventually
found its way to Ionia and was copied there. By that time, however, Corinth itself was little but a field
of ruins, and so thissmall drinking vessel proved to be the lastmonument to its ancient anddistinguished
role as a major Aegean ceramic centre.

University ofNewcastle upon Tyne
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This study was carried out during my term as Sir James Knott Research Fellow in the
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Stewart (n. 25) 20, pointsout the significance of the cluster of Attalid monuments just below and in front of the
Parthenon sculptures. Thissmallvotive group combined unambiguously defeated Persians, Giantsand Gaulsin a
single political statement representing Pergamene victories over the Asiatic Gauls. It would be strange indeed if
this established Attalid iconographic equation of the later third century B.C. should suddenly be pressed into service
for the glorification of a victory over a fellowGreek monarch only a generation thereafter. Even his enemies could
not but admit that Antiochus was a "Macedonian" ruling a large collection of impeccably Greek cities, which provided
the nucleus of his armed forces. There is absolutely no evidence that he was ever identified with the Persian Great
Kings whose military exploits had proved such a threat to the cause of Hellenism in the fifth century.
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38. F5A 75 (1980) 42 and n. 56.

39. Dilos XXXI, PlatesI, 29. The two smaller collections within the earliestfivegroups —the workshops of the "Belles
Meduses" and "Vases Gris" - do not include any Net Pattern Bowls, a factor which may well be due to the small
number of vases which can as yet be assigned to them.

40. For the chronology, seeDilos XXXI,7-13.

41. For an East Greek Amphora froin Corinth, see Schafer (n. 23) Plate 3 no. 4.

42. XXXI, 21-109.

43. Hesperia 50 (1981) 189-210;/LL4 11 (1978) 53-60.
44. For the trade networks in regard to Megarian Bowls at Corinth,seeHesperia 50 (1981) 205.
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Notes on VRG's artiole, Pharnakes^ Stoa / A\3g. 13, 1981

/ Footnote 11; The quoted phrase occurs on ray p. 102. /V,,

Footnote 47: Deposit I 14:2 is discussed on ray p. 102.

y Footnote 24az 49: The long-petal bowl fragment P 20204
is ray no. 535

Pages 18-19, 21;

\X

b

Cv

/\ (bt -

The long-petal bowl from the settling
basin I 14:2 (P 23095. now mended
together \'vith P 23766) is my no. 344.
I believe, on the basis of the medallion,
that this is a product of V/orkshop A,
which functioned in the last quarter of
the 3rd century and 1st quarter of the End
century. On page I say Hit closely resembles
a long-petal bowl, although the medallion, an
eight-petaled rosette, is also found on figured bowls
produced by Workshop A in the late 3rd and"early
End centuries. The decorative scheme is not far
removed frcm the tall overlapping petals of ^
or the alternating petals and serrated leaves of 54,
The context of 344: is, unfortunately, inconclusive""
since it was found together with a sniall deposit '
of nondescript pottery in a settling basin in front
of the Heliaia, a deposit which may have remained
open until about 140 (I 14:2). Although it has

g-petal bowls, 344 may
to and

'^i§§fi~''"clfissed"'he r e vil th
in fact be more closed;
with Imbricate bowls

About the date of long-petal bowls I say (after discussing much
of the same evidence that you discuss): 'This seems to me to indicate
that the type is unlikely to have been mfinufactured in Athens until
a few years after the middle of the 2nd century, and this is the date
that I have used throughout this volume. In the light of the somewhat
ambiguous evidence cited above, however]^ that date must be considered
approximate, and the possibility that it shouild be pushed back by
fifteen years or so should be left open.' /
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^0/18/79 Rotroff 325v^

I 14:2 Pithos settling basin 2nd century?
Fill of pithos which served as settling basin in front of west end

of north side of Heliaia. Basin probably .co_yered during, final phases of
construction at west end of Middle Stoa. , Architecture bf west end of Stoa ^ —

suggests it was finished later than rest of building; this later building
activity has been associated with Hellenistic fill south of Middle

Stoa (Kleiner I, pp. 311-313, deposit III: H-I 14:1) in which one of three
stamped amphora handles dates in third quarter of 2nd century (Knidian
eponyn, Philippos: KT nssfss 13540). Analysis of amphora handles from ® ^
building fill of Stoa, however, shows no chronological difference betwefn
those from west end and those from elsewhere ih the fill.^ Pottery from
settling basin nondescript. Single bowl is unusual type which may be early
form of long-petal, but also resembles imbricate bow^^s of ca. 200.

#344. n ^ P X

I 16:5 Cistern , ,2nd century, disturbed

Single Knidian stamped amphora handle dates around 108 (Hesperia 3.
1934, p. 274, no. 218: SS ). Tyrkish pottery indicates disturbance.

# 165

Agora IV.

L17:7 Cistern 3rd and early 4th quarter of 3rd century
Cistern with little pottery. Severn stamped amphora handles; Rhodian

eponyms date in 3rd quarter of 3rd century (eponyms Aglokritos, Pausanias(?)
14279, SS 14282). Latest coin dates in 1st third of 3rd century. One

small fragment of moldmade bowl of undetennined type.
Agora XII.
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Sullan debris that was not deposited until around 50 B.C. '

It seems than that Apollodoros was active in the early first ^
century before Christ. It is interesting that these are

among the finest of the long-petal bowls, with regularly
apaced, often well-shaped petals. This indicates that quality
did not necessarily decline with the passage of time.

Two other bowls are signed (# 324, 3^2), but the

signatures are illegible, and no workshop can be grouped

around them.

Chronology

Long-petal bowls become common in the second half of

the second century. Fragments occur in earlier deposits, but

these fragments are small, and the deposits disturbed or,

at best, not closely dated.Substantially whole long-petal

bowls do not occur in contexts earlier than the third quarter

of the second century, when they become more common than

other typos of bowls.

The best evidence for the date of the inception of this

type is still their occurrence in some quantity at Corinth,

which was destroyed by Mummius in 146 B.C. and remained

deserted until 44 B.C.^^^ This evidence is reinforced by

that of the Hellenistic stoas in Athens. Only a few fragments

from disturbed contexts at the west end of the building

appear in the construction fill of the Middle Stoa, dated ^

by stamped amphora handles no later than l83-l82 B.C. None ' «

at eQl were found in the fill of the Stoa of Attalos, about

contemporary with the destruction of Corinth. It should be

zH
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noted however that one fragment was found In the fill over

III),
'Y"the floor of the Square Building in Chapter

which lay under the Stoa of Attalos building fill.

Several fragments appear in the construction fill of South

Stoa II, which is, on the basis of the coins and stamped

amphora handles, slightly later than the Stoa of Attalos,
^7kperhaps dating around TtO B.C.

still valid; the manufacture of long petal bowls began around
175

the middle of the second century.

Cne would have expected more long-petal bowls in the

fills of the Stoa of Attalos and South Stoa II, which are

roughly contemporary with the destruction of Corinth. The

Corinthian deposits however represent destruction debris,

and as such contain much newly broken pottery. The building

fills on the other hand contain mostly older material, since

no such disaster had befallen Athens. Thus the material

at Corinth represents pottery actually in use in 1/f6 B.C.,

while the building fills at Athens contain only a few newly

broken pots. We have no evidence for where production of

long-petal bowls first began. It is possible their manufacture

began earlier at Corinth, or even originated there, and was

not taken up in Athens until slightly later.

Hiere are fragments of about two hundred and twenty-

five long-petal bowls from dated contexts in the Agora. They

account for over half the bowls in most contexts of the

second half of the second 'century, and are almost the only

bowls found in Sullan destruction deposits of 86 B.C.

Thompson's conclusion is
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The manufacture of Megarian bowls, long-petal and other
types as well, probably did not survive much after the
Sullan destruction; few bowls occur in deposits containing
coins and stamped amphora handles dating later than 86 B.C.
There are however a few fragments of footed long-petal bowls
from early Roman contexts (e.g. # k08), which were glazed
with green lead glaze. This technique of glazing is ^hou^t
to have begun in the Augustan period or slightly earlier.''
Apparently some moulds were preserved, and sporadic use was
Bade of them. Megarian bowls do not occur together with
Arretine pottery at the Agora; production must have stopped
completely by the end of the first century before Christ.

7
other Types of Megarian Bowls

The Agora collection preserves examples of four other
systems of decoration on Megarian bowls, all of them linear
in nature. They are the "lotus calyx bowls", decorated with
a simplified leaf calyx; "Macedonian" bowls, embellished with
concentric circles and semicircles; bowls covered with poly
gonal networks; and daisy bowls, de.corated with interlocking
daisies or stars.

177
Lotus Calyx Bowls

The Agora collection includes fragments of six bowls

(# 358-361) and one mould (# 362) decorated with a combination
of lotus calyx and imbricate leaves. These are very frag

mentary. The only medallion preserved (# 360) is a rosette.

IZ'^S'
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170.

171.

172.

31A

Courby, p. 331«

The medallion of # 3'»5 stl^^o^
i =<'t-<.T- removal fron the mould; the sca„p oi

72). though similar, Is larger.

The following contexts dating earlier than 150 B.C.
contained long-petal bowls:

Building fills:

q 8-9 1 fragment, possibly Intrusive from
building fill of Stoa of Attajo^

H-K 12-15 5 fragments from disturbed areas of
the fill at west end of building.

Other contexts:

P 21:lf 1 small fragment from same mould or
same bowl as that from Q o—9«^

E 11f:1

B 20:2

E 15:'t

0 17:7

many fragments, but this context Is
clearly disturbed.

possibly one fragment.
1 bowl, fragments of 8 more, with m-
nhora handles _of 2nd quarter of 2na c.
and earlier, other late Kegarlan bowls
and unguentaria.
fragments of four bowls with amphora

•handles of 2nd quarter of 2nd century;
apparently accumulative.

P 1̂ «=T

XX t t'TicTy-
_ Xi *•

173. Corinth. VII(3). p. 176; Thompso^ pp.
T>r,^ o. Q1: Broneer, Hesperia, XVI, p.

a long^etal bowl from a well In the South
«;tnn at Corlnth. It seems that most of the materialS°?hfwSs 2 the south Stoa. although ^gely
debris of the Hummlan destruction of 1^
not thrown Into the wells until the recolonizatlon
in 44 B.C. Nonetheless, the majority of the potteryiSstdaie before 146, a^d with It the long-petal bowls.

I7if.

175.

For the dates of the building fills of the Hellenistic
stoaa see Chapter III: H-K 12-15 (Kiddle Stoa^
P-R 6-12 (Stoa of Attalos); M-N 15:1 (South Stoa II).
Edwards conjectures a date of 155 B^.
of long-petal bowls in Athens, allowing ten years for
them to be copied by the Corinthian potters (Corinth.
VTICS) P 177). He seems not to consider the possibility
that the Corinthian potters themselves invented them.

,• •'.••^ i «
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176.

177.

178.

179.

180.

181.

182.

183.

184.

185.

186.

187.

188.

189.

190.

191.

192.

193.

345

1 nuaber of these bowla found In the Keraaeikoa were
mbllshed by Schwabacher as bowls of the workshop of
Arlston (Schwabacher, p. 222, pi. 9. A, '-S)-
are sinilar to Edwards' "linear leaf bowls" (Corinth,
VII0)f p. 184, nos. 933-937).

Courby, pi. 9t

Aj^ora, IV, nos. 686, 688-689, 850-851; Thoapson,
flS. 99, E 106.

Corinth. VII(3), PP. 175, 184.

Zahn. Studien zur Vor und FruhKeschlchte. pp. 49-51.f • ' • ' .«»

As Hell8tr8m points out, "The fact that the proto-
typs, the widespread bronze shield, was of M cedonian
origin, has not the slight<?at bearing on the problem
of where the bowls were made." (Labraunda. 11(1), p. 22)

Thompson, p. 442, figs. 95, a, b, E 78.

Corinth. VII(3), pp. 182-184.

l*braunda, 11(1), pi. 11, no. 155; Corinth, VH0), ^
pp. 179-101, nos. 908-920; Tarsus, I, pi. 131, no. 180;
Zahn. Jahrb., XXIII, I908, "pp. 64-65, nos. 25-26. The
decoration also appears on a glass bowl from Gordion,
von Saldem, J.Q.S., I, 1959, PP. 45-46, fig. 31.

Thompson, pp. 381-383, figs. 69, a, b, D 38. Edwards
however now dates the "net pattern" bowls of Corinth
to 160-146 B.C. (Corinth. VII(3), P. 179).

Schwabacher, pi. 9, A, 9-10.

Thompson, fig. 49, C 44.

Agora. IV, pp. 162-163, note 145.

Ibid., p. 162, nos. 638, 862-863.

Ibid., p. 4.

Courby, p. 331.

Agora, rv, nos. 698-699, 702, 719, 843-846.

For lamps see Ibid.. nos. 686, 688-689, 850-85I; and
Thompson, fig. 99, E IO6. For the guttus^see V?atzinger,
p. 69, no. 4, where the name is given as*Ari.j«^os . I
have not been able to examine the vase, but probably
the addition of handle smd spout have obscured the letter®
rr and j) , and the name should be restored >4lj>lilvTliovof,

iff
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if actually you are thoroughly convinced. It might be better not to be too dogmatic,
1 qglg^

and leave yourself room to reconsider. At proEont I am noticing that in.cevoral of

those deposits in T»hioh lang»petalB are asBooiated with other material apparently of

the 1/2 of the 2nd, the Knidian indicate a date olbse to the beginning of the period

of phrourarchoi, i,e, I would say still in the first quarter of the 2nd. Thus the
Peiraeus cistern, also S 15 : 4; a*56 : 1 and 2 are mostly like that, although there

is the one later Knidian, So I would suggest a vogue for long-petals around 180 or

a little earlier, and then again in the 2/2 of the century.

^^1^X4
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if actually you are thoroughly convinced. It might be letter not to be too dogmtic,
at least

and leave yourself room to reconsider. At prosont I am noticing that in^saveral of

those deposits in whioh long-petals are associated with other material apparently of

the 1/2 of the 2nd, the Knidian indicate a date oldse to the beginning of the period

of phrourarchoi, i.e. I would say still in the first quarter of the 2nd, Thus the

Peiraeus cistern, also 3 15 ; 4j 3*?6 ; 1 and 2 are mostly like that, although there

is the one later Knidian. So 1 would suggest a vogue for long-petals around 180 or

a little earlier, and then again in the 2/2 of the century.
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X.I

Date of construction
of Lliddle Stoa

9 July 56

VG:

Upon further discussion, it has become apparent that the

date of the long-petal liegarian bowl (p 23095 and P 2 3766)

is regarded as crucial for the date of the beginning of

construction of the Iliddle Staa. Its archaeological

relation to the beginning of construction cannot be

impeached, which is more than can be said for any other

object in the lists of H3BP.

In your studies I suggest that it V70uld be most unwise to

consider the LISBF as a fixed group with a lower limit of

ca. 17^ B.C.,_as you have suggested. I do not now see my

way to dating this bowl any earlier than in the vicinity of

150. If I eventually do change my opinion on the

matter I will gladly let you know. I will certainly keep

your views in mind.

/



I.iSBF

The following, at the reo^uest of HAT;

il have had two conversations with AV on the subject of the

circumstances of finding of the long-petalled Llegarian bowl

composed of the fragments catalogued as P 25095 and 25766

"and^of its significance for the date of the construction of

the Mid lie Stoa. He''informed me" that'he regarded"the context

Ias" undTstufbed ahd'"thc't the bowl shfould"" be regarded "as"

VTcertain", cOnt'emporafy evi"de'hce "f"of"t"he"" date of construction of"
I

"T-the""Stoa.

[The date of the beginning of this type of bowl, which is an

Iearly, fresh example, has been placed ca. 150 B.C. on the basis

of evidence from the Stoa of Attalos and from Corinth. We may

also cite now Tarsus I, pp. 164-6S. I do not novj see reason

to push back the date of the beginning of the type appreciably

before the middle of the 2nd century B.C. If on further study

: I see reason to change this view I will gladly communicte my

opinion.

„ "

2.7,
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2.3

Date of Middle Stoa

VG:

17 April 56

EV has s'uggested to me that a settling basin in front of the

stepped retaining wall betvi?een the West Fountain House and

the south foundations of the Middle Stoa went out of use at

(0
the time of the construction of the Middle Stoa. I have

forgotten the details, but I think the notion is that the

area here would have been filled in to make it level with the

floor of the Middle Stoa and form a terrace behind the Stoa.

The material from the settling basin includes the following:

P 23095 Meg. bowl, earliest type long petals

P 23096 Lid of cooking pot

and storage material in K, Box 155.

As far as I am concerned I don't think we can push the date of

the Meg. bowl back beyond 150. The final filling in of the area

to conform in level vjith that of the Middle Stoa would, I

suppose, be one of the last operations. Presumably the

construction of the building would have required some years

before this stage was reached, so that material within the

foundations proper (MSBF) may have been placed there a few

years before the Meg. bowl got into the settling basin.

One might tentatively think of the years 160-150 for the

period of construction of the building proper.

It.-Vl . i' i-

^ -S. j-v^ Ilb'3

^ •'i "f- 8



THE LONG-PETAL BOWL FROM THE PITHOS SETTLING BASIN 89

fills west of this line were not considered part of the same leveling operation but related
instead to the creation of a ramp leading up to the south square from the north-south street
beyond the west end of the Stoa.®

This western fill was noted by Kleiner in his discussion of coins from the Middle Stoa
building fill, and a selection of coins from it was published as his Deposit III7 He included
coins from some, but not all, strata excavated south of the western end of the building, but
his list of contexts was compiled with the assistance of the excavator and provides a good
starting point for the investigationof the western fills as a whole. The coins come from the
following contexts:

Lots K 201, 202: originally equated with building fill dug further to the east, but
in the excavator's final analysis excluded from Stoa building fill proper. It was
dug in an area from about four to seven or eight meters south of the Middle Stoa,
south of the first bay; the associated amphora handles are SS 13398-13429, the
latest dating in the period 188-167 B.C.® •. s-s

Lot K 203: the lowest part of the fill described above, with amphora handles SS
13430-13433, 13450, and 13451, contemporary with handles in the building fill
proper.

Lot K 205: fill over the ramp leading up from the west road at a point about 11
meters south of the west end of the building, with amphora handles SS 13501 and

j-r 3313M)9, dating ca. 167-146.

c

\ K

^ <Sr \l<o-

A

Lot K 221: fill under the ramp at the same point, with amphora handles SS 13952-
13958, contemporary with handles in the building fill proper.

A fill some 10 meters south of the west end of the building ("fill at 20/A''), with
amphora handles SS 13503-13508 and SS 13538-13540; SS 1350Taates'to the
early cfuoym period (107-98 B.C.). ^ ^

The later date of fill hrthis western area is attested by the amphora handles; although;
many are contemporary with handles found in the fill within the foundation of the Middle
Stoa and with handles from fill south of the building further east, there are enough later
pieces to suggest that the deposition of this material took place somewhat later, at least in

' E. Vanderpool, Final Excavation Report, Section K, 1954 (on file at the Stoa of Attalos).
' Kleiner (footnote 4 above), pp. 311-312.
®The dates givenfor amphora handles here and throughout the article are based on V. R. Grace's analysis

of the material, made shortly after its excavation in the 1950's. At that timeGrace madelistsof the amphora
handles, groupedby lot, giving a range ofdate for the latest pieces in eachlot. These date ranges are basedon
the periods Grace has worked out for Knidian amphoras (see Grace, p. 31);she informs me (1986) that her
chronological criteria for the handles of the period have not changed in essentials, and the broad dates given
here are still considered valid. I arn extremely grateful to her for sharing her notes and listswith meand for
many stimulating discussions ofthe chronology ofthe MiddleStoa; I take full responsibility, ofcourse, for any
errors in the transmission of this information.

,r Cl->1—
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the second quarter of the 2nd century; the duoviri handle (SS 13503) points to disturbance
also later in thecentury.'

The lots collected in Kleiner's Deposit III, however, do not seem to form a lovicai
stratigraphic unit. No east-west section of this area was drawn at the time of excavation
and It IS extremely difBcult to reconstruct the stratigraphy in detail. One stratigraphic fea-
ure, however which is mentioned repeatedly in the notebooks, is the ramp referred to
^r;e d i"n'' T of Stoa. Its sloping
eplrate"oL The foil T". P"'"'"""*,"-' ">="'="^1 i' 'xcavated and stored a!separate lots. The following hst gives these lots, with the amphora handles they contained

and Miss Grace's estimated dates:

Lot K161, with SS 12924-12939 (latest handles in the period 167-146)

mS
Lot K221, included in Kleiner^ Deposit III (see above).
LotsK 222, 223, with SS 13637—13649 13703 1'̂ 71 r n +u ji
odl46-125'> rvct.. ^3^03-13715 (latesthandlesintheperi- •) -3 4 V

Lot K208, with SS 13457-13467 (latest handles in the period 167-146).
Lot K164, with SS 13005-13031 (includes ahandle of the 1st century bc)
Fill at 22/KZ, with SS 13728-13747 (latest handles in the period 188-167).

long-peta; Sllfallttlttw
, basin was overlaid by a layer described as «Hp1I • t- fiii »"dicates that the settling

Lcludedin^^i::iniIta::^raTyrfPm;ht^^^^^^^^^^^^^^arecontemporary with those in thp hin'lrtirvrr mi l , . TOf of these
the duoviri period (SS 12918)-'o either the ^Knidian handle of
much later than the bt^tSfillll . '<"""= HI "as deposited
contains later material Itiw P^hTn h r"'t" He settlingP basin
seaied deposit; it torly ravTLrt.cbe considered a

. I, ,r .V c •' " '̂̂ Hrbance, and the stratigraphicaiproper (Grace, p. 22, nite Sy'repretems'dLm^^ material noted in this fill as well as in the building fill
"The handle (KT2112) names Laches and EroXmo" ""'i" 7''"'''"8operations in this area.

Grace,pen/d VIB(97-88B.o.);sceGrace,p 22,nT57 pp.sT™; '̂ "i'l"a8oras, ot
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!the long-petal bowl from the pithos
SETTLING BASIN

fii RECENT ISSUE of Hesperia, Virginia Grace has argued for a date in the second
(ofthe2ndcentury for the introduction of"early" long-petal bowls.' The evidence

llWthis early date isP 23095,^ a long-petal bowl ofunusual design which was found to
nf thr Middle Stoa and has been associated, both by the excavator, Eugene Van-

aj a .

^ JUr-r^

his authority, byMiss Grace, with the construction ofthe MiddleStoa(cc.
In view of the considerable re-adjustment of the dating of long-petal bowls that

suggestion entails, it seems worthwhile to examine the bowl and its context in

lents of the bowl were found in a pithos that served as a settling basin consider-
' south of the Middle Stoa, along the north side of the "Heliaia" and just short of

Iend.This feature clearly functioned in concert with the "Heliaia", for a channelfor
J^^lNiiWdownpipe was cut into the face of the two surviving blocks of the "Heliaia" wall just

Klhe pithos. It isalso clear, astheexcavator states, that in order tobring thelevel ofthe
I»outh of the Middle Stoa up to the level of the steps of the Stoa itselfat its west end, a

•imount of fill was brought in, and this fill ultimately covered the pithos and put it out
A careful investigation of the stratigraphy of this area, however, and of the pottery

here, suggests that the situation is more complicated than has previously been

the strata associated with the construction of the Middle Stoa consist of 1) the fill
the foundations of the building, preserved and excavated primarily within the nine

lOSt baysofthe structure,'' and 2) the fill brought in concurrently with the layingof
foundation to raise the level of the south square, excavated in a continuous stretch

westernmostsix bays of the building and in patches further east.^ This southern
'RiiliiO of the building fill is considered to extend no further west than a line running south

l iNlBllhe first Stoa pier from the west. No clear stratigraphic division was noted here during
HfRimtion, and it may have been obscured by the fact that the area east of this line was dug

the area west of it in 1954. In Vanderpool's final analysis of the area, however, the

*V. R. Grace, "The Middle Stoa Dated by AmphoraStamps," Hesperia 54, 1985(pp. 1-54 [ = Grace]),

'R Rotroff, TheAthenian Agora, XXII, Hellenistic Pottery. Athenian and Imported Moldmade Bowls,
>982, no. 344, pis. 62, 87.

E. Vanderpool's comment quoted in Grace, p. 22.
TfCoInifrom this fill were published as Deposit I by F. Kleiner, "The Earliest Athenian New Style Bronze

liV®ilR.8ome Evidence from the Athenian Agora," Hesperia 44, 1975 (pp. 302-330), pp. 303-309, but note
WiMiu A-410-A-414 and A-417 in fact come from south of the building; this has no bearing, however, on

. llillMr'*conclusions.
Deposit II, pp. 309-311. Amphora handles from both inside the building and from the fill to the

:#lRbrm the basis of Grace's analysis.
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Inv.

No.

SS 64

SS 66

SS 68

SS 74

SS 82

SS 148

SS 282

SS 326

SS 333

SS 336

SS 366

SS 370

SS 1160

SS 3196

SS 3199

SS 3679

SS 3680

SS 4173

SS 4266

SS 4268

SS 4598

SS 4599

SS 4600

SS 4864

SS 4873

SS 4920

^SS 5018
'sS 5029

SS 5109

SS 5306

SS 6500

SS 6502

SS 6503

SS 6504
SS 6511

Deposit and

Reference

H 6:9 \i.-\ \ I
H 6:9

H 6:9

H 6:9

See 411; p. 4
H 6:4

G 6:2 1T«1

See also p. 109'®
G 14:2 li-T (615-
G 14:5 2.
H 16:4 tT
See also p. 109^'
I 16:5 7301
H 16:3 gg 7313
Seea/iop. 108'° sS 7314
G 13:4 t4. SS 7650
M 23:1 Kt y SS 7655
M 23:1 ^-1 SS 7656
F 13:3 \^-T .

F 13:3 V-T <I rg

E 14:1 PA .
E 14:1 it.i-

E 14:1 i<-t ^ 0%
E 15:4 KT T.icv'
E 15:4 p;-r 45 5"6
E 15:4 R-a.

C 10:1 s-fc
D 10:3 lAi 11

D 2.2 VT
u 12.2 vct iro-i?
D 12:2 ifcx \-%oS'
D 11:4 Vi -F 15'i 0
E 6:1, E 6:2 \c-r ^j-u
E 6:2; irS «
E 6:2 v-T ires'
E 6:2 V-T 1CpXG
E 6:1, E 6:2 \cr

\/ ^ va-11

!5a<;.

CONCORDANCE

Inv.

No.

Deposit and

Reference
Inv.

No.

SS 6515

SS 6517

SS 6518

SS 6579

SS 6585

SS 6613

SS 6818

SS 6845

SS 6846

SS 6857

SS 6858

SS 6914

E 6:1, E 6:2 13.3^ sS 9395
E 6:1, E 6:2 STS i 55 94gj
E 6:1, E 6:2 v- \SS 9464
M-N 15:1 55 94^5

^ ~ ' SS 9472

SS 7664

SS 7668

SS 7674

SS 7676

SS 7717

SS 7770

SS 7771

SS 7790

SS 7898

SS 7912
SS 8020

SS 8131

SS 8147

SS 8196

SS 8934

SS 9000

SS 9129

SS 9193

/SS 9291
SS 9383

S5 *^535'

M-R 15:1 l<v~f "PI
C 10:1 S.12-6
E 5:A

E 5:2 '
E 5:2

E 5:2

E 5:2

N 18:3

N 19:1

6N 19:1

N,19:l - V"^ Hm t-
H 12:1 Kr

H 12:1 ViL-r 15.^
H 12:1 ^-r 1'•13'̂ /
F 5:1 U

F 5:1 ic-r
F 5:1 \<T I's

F 5:1 \A-T" r?( ,
E 5:1 U.T \
P 10:2

P 10:2 U ^
H 12:1 K.-? -Sll

N 20:7 R5U.
N 20:6 Wn-
O 20:2

N 20:6 fA,
H 12:1 \ I5l</
G 5:3

N 21:4 Hilv,
A-B 19-20:1
A-B 19-20:1 L«l-A

/

A-B 19-20:1 ,,-r (c-r«
R 21:2

SS 9539

SS 9542

SS 9546

SS 9551

SS 9663

SS 9912

SS 9917

SS 9918

SS 10107

SS 10286

SS 10315

SS 10316

SS 10497

SS 10498
SS 10831

SS 10834

SS 10846

SS 11050

SS 11621

SS 13540

SS 14082

SS 14279

SS 14282

SS 14287

SS 14295

SS 14296

SS 14658
SS 14703

SS 14736

SS 14744

B 20:2 Pi

^ 9-1 ;• 1 TT

3^^

^16 1

A3 3-t r: 1

<K-s,

l6 I P

!<- T 1

Si ^ ' SS (JCfo

£3^

Deposit and

Reference

119

D-E 15:1 f/-T IS'l^S"
F 19.6 r V1 f
G 14:2 I-iL (

G 14:2 icT y ^
N 21:4

L 19:2 tog
L 19:2 n (U-^
L 19:2 VIST
L 19:2

B 20:7

A 18:1- Ri,.
A 18:1 pA

A 18:1 tJ>.

A-B 19-20:1 |c-r GS'O
M 21:1((?AA
N 20:615.^)
N 20:6l,a.U1

D 17:5

D 17:5 Rj,.
Q 8-9 K. 5^ 'SUJ: '7a . r
Q8-9A.
Q 8-9(0.. ,

Q-R 10-11:1 ^^Tlpy.
Q-R 10-11:1 (Uv.
H-1 14:1 u -c 1 5-
See also p. 102

'?• •O 16:3 Kjo

L 17:7 Pd
L 17:7 (0^.
O 17:7

M 18:10 (A
M 18:10

F 17:4 M.
P 20:2 Vi-r i-tJg
P 21:4 p.^,
P 21:4
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